Here’s what just a few of our homeowner leader members
have to say about their membership with CAI:
“CAI is a valuable resource for all of us in planned
communities. I’ve been on both sides of the playing field, as
manager and homeowner/trustee, and whatever my role, I
keep my CAI membership active. Knowing that CAI promotes
legislation to support planned communities, knowing that CAI
connects me with other communities to share concerns and
solutions, and knowing that CAI can make communities
stronger—these are reasons “Why I CAI”.
Every homeowner is a potential Trustee or committee member.
I encourage every homeowner to join, even if you aren’t
ready to be active in your community. You will gain
knowledge and confidence and be ready to hit the ground
running when you step into that community leadership role.
For most of us, our home is our biggest investment. CAI
works to keep that investment strong.
-Dr. Vicki Ehrhardt, Village Grande at Millers Run

"The are two major areas where CAI membership has been
valuable to me as a board member: Through its publications,
webinars, and events, CAI provides a wealth of information
on many aspects of community living such as maintenance,
finance, and so on. Networking opportunities are provided
where you can make contact with various professionals and
service providers. The learning opportunities and the
knowledge and insight I have gained through the CAI
membership has helped me to be a proactive board member
and better serve my community.”
-Ed Gertz, Meridian of Valley Square

"Before we joined CAI, two of us attended a Legislative
Update presentation. My reaction was, “Wow!” I was board
president and shocked how little I knew. Thankfully, our
property manager encouraged us to join CAI in order to learn
more about our roles and responsibilities. I firmly believe that
all common interest community volunteers should join and be
involved in CAI to take advantage of its many educational
programs."
-Paul Raetsch, Horizons at Woods Landing

JOIN CAI TODAY AND SEE
WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY
Hundreds of homeowners, community
associations, and businesses have
discovered that CAI is an invaluable
resource.
CAI provides up-to-date resources and
expertise needed to effectively run
community associations.
CAI advances excellence through
seminars, workshops, conferences and
educational programs that are targeted to
homeowners and professional managers.
CAI also publishes the largest collection
of resources available on community
associations.
In addition, CAI advocates community
association interests before the state
legislature.
For more information, contact Carol at
carol@cai-padelval.org or call her at
610.783.1315, x14.

